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P R O D U C T  B R I E F

Flexible Planning for 
Developers and Producers

Hansoft is an enterprise-class planning tool that 
helps teams work faster, smarter, and with unrivaled 
efficiency. Easy to use, it empowers everyone — team 
members, managers, and executives — with the 
insights they need to ship better products together.

Hybrid methods in a joint planning view

ACCELERATES PLANNING BY 20%

Hansoft is 10-100x faster than similar tools. The native Windows, 

OS X, or Linux client allows batch updating and removes your 

click/wait experience. You can change attributes and workflows 

on the fly. Teams powered by Hansoft experience up to 20 

percent increases in planning efficiency.

A SINGLE SCALABLE BACKLOG

Know your scope and prevent creep. Refine, prioritize, estimate, 

and give any other custom attribute to your deliverables. Plus, 

with Hansoft’s Helix ALM integration, you can unify regulatory 

and non-regulatory requirements in one product backlog and 

Gantt view. Everyone works from a joint backlog that scales.

FLEXIBLE REAL-TIME PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Teams get to use their favorite project management methods: 

Scrum, Gantt, Kanban, Waterfall, SAFe and more. For example, 

use Gantt charts for art and sprints for code. Or, use Hansoft’s 

Kanban boards to visualize and optimize workflows.
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TRACKS WHAT MATTERS

Release charts to burndown charts, epics to user stories, 

programs to portfolios — get a complete overview at all levels 

of the entire product lifecycle. With resource management and 

portfolio allocation features, you can measure and track the 

metrics that matter most, including:

• Progress made

• Time left

• Scope

• Resources used and needed

DEPLOY ANYWHERE

Hansoft can be deployed anywhere: on-prem, your own cloud, 

or as a SaaS provided by Perforce. It is also available via the 

Enhanced Studio Pack on AWS and Azure. Plus, with Hansoft’s 

healthcheck endpoint, you can monitor the status of Hansoft 

through popular load balancers, like the one available in AWS.   

KEY FEATURES

• Supports Agile, Scrum, Kanban, Waterfall, and  

Hybrid Methods

• Enterprise Scaling to 10,000+ Users

• Real-Time Edits and Time Tracking

• Quality Assurance, Backlog and Issue Tracking

• Reports, Dashboards, and Burndowns

• Full Collaboration System 

• Field-level Permissions

• Free Ghost Users

• GraphQL API

• Customizable Pipelines and Workflows

• Pre-built Integrations  

(Helix Core, Jira, Helix ALM)

Real-time, highly customizable dashboards

PLANNING AND BIDDING WITH  
COMPLETE CONFIGURABILITY

Get all of your teams and communication on the same page. 

Field-level permissions allow you to create customized views 

for your collaborators by setting visibility and edit access to 

each individual field. Each user also receives 10 free ghost 

users to help project managers visualize large-scale planning 

and bidding. Coordinate cross-functionally and go beyond the 

spreadsheet.  

Try Hansoft Free
Power your entire team to ship better products, faster. Get Hansoft free for up to five users.

GET HANSOFT FREE

https://www.perforce.com/perforce-and-cloud
https://www.perforce.com/products/hansoft/free-agile-planning-tool

